How Do Lily Pads Grow?

This is a lily pad.
The lily pad grows.
It grows a flower.
It grows seeds.

This is a seedpod.
This is a seed.

The stem grows.
It gets to the top.
It makes a pad.

The seed sinks.
It sinks in the mud.
It grows roots.
It grows a stem.
How Do Lily Pads Grow?

Lily pads grow in water.
They grow in ponds.
They grow in lakes.

This is a lily pad.
It is big.
It grows a flower.
Then it grows seeds.

The seeds grow in pods.
A seed falls from the pods.
It sinks to the bottom.
It sinks in the mud.

The stem is long.
It grows to the top of the water.
It grows a lily pad.
A lily pad is a big leaf.

The seed grows roots.
It grows a stem.
It is now a plant.
How Do Lily Pads Grow?

Lily pads grow in water.

They grow in lakes and ponds.

They are plants and grow from seeds.

This is a big lily pad.

It grows a flower.

Old flowers sink.

They turn into seedpods.

Lily pad seeds grow in a pod.

A seed falls out of the pod.

It sinks to the bottom.

It sinks in the mud.

The stem is long.

It grows to the top of the water.

It grows a lily pad.

A lily pad is a big leaf.

The seed begins to grow roots.

Then it sprouts a stem.

It can grow a few stems.